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Stereoisomers that 
have different 

behaviour towards
plane polarised
light (PPL) are 

known as optical 
isomers.

Optical Isomers

Non-Polarised (ordinary) Light:

Normal light is an 
electromagnetic wave, 

which has oscillation in all 
the directions perpendicular 
to the path of propagation.



Plane Polarised Light

When ordinary light is passed through a Nicol 
prism (polariser), the vibrations are aligned in a

single plane.

Such light is known as
plane polarised light.



Nicol prism 

Unpolarised light
(Normal light)

Plane polarised 
light

Nicol Prism (Polariser)

Plane Polarised Light



This is an analogy based on
polarization. Means just like
a polarizer restrict the non
polarized light into a single
plane and make it
polarized. Similarly, the
potato slicer make the
potato into potato chips on
passing through it.

Plane Polarised Light

Analogy



Optical Activity



Filter polarimeter

Polarimetric 
tubes

Polarising filter

Ocular

Knob to rotate the 
analyzer filter

Optical Activity
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Plane polarised light

No Rotation 
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Based on optical activity or
optical behaviour towards plane
polarised light, we can classify 

compounds into two categories.

Optical Activity

Optically active 
compounds

Optically inactive 
compounds

Optical 
Behaviour



Optically Active Compounds

Compounds that rotate the
plane of polarised light in a 

characteristic way when it is
passed through their solutions are 

known as optically active 
compounds.



Optically Inactive Compounds

Compounds that do not rotate
the plane of polarised light in a 

characteristic way when it is 
passed through their solutions are 

known as optically inactive compounds.



Based on the direction of
optical rotation, optically
active compounds can be
categorised into two types.

Optically Active Compounds

Dextrorotatory
(d (+) form)

Laevorotatory
(l (-) form)

Optically active 
compounds



Dextrorotatory Compounds

If the substance rotates plane-
polarised light to the right (i.e., in

clockwise direction) then it is called 
dextrorotatory & indicated by 'd' or (+).

d form



Laevorotatory Compounds

If the substance rotates 
plane-polarised light to the left 
(i.e., in anti-clockwise direction)
then it is called  laevorotatory & 

indicated by ‘l ' or (-).
l form



Question: What causes optical activity? 

Answer: Scientists J. van't Hoff and C. Le Bel (1874) discovered that a molecule 
that lacks any element of symmetry shows optical activity.

d and l forms of a compound are 
experimental observations that cannot 

be predicted by just looking at the 
structure of the molecule. 

Optically Active Compounds



Optical Activity

van't Hoff and Le Bel proposed 
that all the four valencies of carbon 

are directed towards the four corners
of a regular tetrahedron.

If all the four substituents
attached to such a carbon are

different, the resulting molecule lack 
symmetry and such a molecule is

referred to as an asymmetric molecule.

Asymmetry of the 
molecule is 

responsible for the 
optical activity 
in such organic 

compounds.



Factors Affecting 
Rotation of PPL



Factors Affecting Rotation of PPL

The amount of 
rotation (θ) is not 

constant for a given 
optically active 

compound.

θ depends on

Temperature

Solvent

Concentration (for solutions)

Wavelength of light

Pressure (for gases)

Length of sample vessel



Rotations determined for 
a particular compound under the 

same conditions are identical.

The length of the vessel and 
concentration or pressure 

determine the number of molecules 
in the path of the beam.

Factors Affecting Rotation of PPL



In order to place 
measured rotations 
on a standard basis, 
chemists calculate
a quantity called

specific rotation, [α].

Specific Rotation [α]

Specific rotation is the number of 
degrees of rotation observed if a
1 dm (10 cm) tube is used and the 

concentration of compound is 1 g/mL.



=[α]t

λ θ

l × C

[α] = Specific rotation
l = Path length (dm)
λ = wavelength (nm)
θ = observed angle of 

rotation (degree) 
C = concentration (g/mL)
t = temperature (25 oC) 

Specific Rotation [α]

Specific rotation of a compound is 
independent of the length of tube
and concentration of the solution.



Solution

(+) tartaric acid has a specific rotation of +12 unit when measured
in 12 cm polarimeter tube and 2 g/mL concentration for given
temperature and light. When it is diluted to half the concentration,
length of tube and other parameters being same, then the specific
rotation will be:

+6 unitA +12 unitB -6 unitC +24 unitD

Specific Rotation remains unchanged as it is not dependent on length or
concentration.

Hence, option (b) is the correct answer.



What Kind of Molecules
Show Optical Activity?



Optically Active Compounds

Ultimate criterion

A compound which
is non-superimposable 

on its mirror image is chiral.
Hand and its mirror image are non 

superimposable images.



Optically Active Compounds

Lactic acid and its mirror
image is shown. If you
rotate the molecule by 180o,
you will find that you do not
find the exact image as
before. Hence the image is
non super imposable image

Examples:



Optically Active Compounds

Given structure of 1-Bromochlorofluoromethane do not shows superimposability on 
image.

Examples:



Optically Inactive Compounds

A compound which
is superimposable 
to its mirror image.

A fork shows complete superimposability to
its mirror image hence it is achiral. 



Optically Inactive Compounds



Optical Activity

Although the ultimate criterion 
is non-superimposability on 
the mirror image (chirality).

Other tests may be used 
that are simpler to apply 
but not always accurate.

Absence of Plane of
Symmetry (POS)

1

Absence of Centre of
Symmetry (COS)

2

Conditions for Optical Activity:



Plane of 
symmetry

Centre of 
symmetry

Elements of 
Symmetry

Optical Activity



A plane passing through an object/ 
molecule such that the part on one 

side of the plane is the exact reflection 
of the part on the other side (the 

plane acting as a mirror).

Plane of Symmetry (POS)

Assuming that a molecule is bisected into halves by an imaginary plane. If an
identical copy of atoms in one side of the plane is generated with its corresponding
side as a mirror image, the molecule is said to have a Plane of Symmetry.



General example of POS

1. Aeroplane: 2. Butterfly:

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



Plane of Symmetry (POS)



Plane of Symmetry (POS)
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Plane of Symmetry (POS)



Which of the 
Following Will Have a 
Plane of Symmetry?



H2O molecule :

Hybridization of oxygen in H2O is sp3 and there are two lone pairs, the
shape is angular.
Imaginary plane passing through an oxygen atom and exactly in between
the two lone pairs can divide the molecule into two equal halves.

O
H

H

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



The imaginary plane passing through all the atoms (one H and two O) can be a
plane of symmetry as it is passing through the nuclei of all the atoms and
bisecting into two equal halves.

Plane of Symmetry (POS)

H2O molecule



BF3 molecule:

Hybridization of B is sp2 and the shape is planar.

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



● Three planes of symmetry each 
passing through one boron and 
fluorine atom.

● One plane of symmetry passing 
through one boron and all three 
fluorines. 

● Total 4 planes of symmetry are 
present in BF3.

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



CH4 molecule

Plane passing through one C and two hydrogens is POS as it divides the 
molecule into two equal halves (total six POS are present).

POS

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



CH3Cl molecule

Plane passing through one carbon, chlorine and hydrogens is POS as it 
divides the molecule into two equal halves.

POS

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



CH2Cl2 molecule

Plane passing through one carbon, two chlorine and one carbon, two 
hydrogens is POS as it divides the molecule into two equal halves.

POS

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



cis-1,2-dichloro cyclopropane (cyclopropane ring with two chlorines are up) 

Plane passing through the middle of two carbons with chlorines and also
through the third carbon can divide the molecule into two equal halves.

POS

Plane of Symmetry (POS)



Trans-1,2-dichloro cyclopropane (cyclopropane ring with one chlorine up 
and other chlorine down) 

● No plane of symmetry

× POS

● Out of Trans-1,2-dichloro cyclopropane and cis-1,2-dichloro cyclopropane,
Trans-1,2-dichloro cyclopropane is optically active because it doesn’t have
plane of symmetry.

Plane of Symmetry (POS)




